Ryder Food & Beverage Capabilities Fact Sheet
80+ YEARS OF FOOD AND BEVERAGE EXPERIENCE
Ryder leverages deep industry experience to deliver better warehousing, packaging and transportation – every
time. Only Ryder combines a full menu of solutions — from source to shelf, fleet maintenance to inventory
management, safety to sustainability, packaging to driver recruitment—with deep industry-specific expertise
gained from serving thousands of food and beverage companies, including the top 10 food & beverage
companies in the U.S.
Ryder has a long history of combined experience and expertise in delivering freshness, with its first client,
Champagne Velvet Beer in 1938, to 2,600 customers today.

SOURCE TO SHELF
Ryder provides companies with a complete source to shelf solution – from picking up the harvest at the field
to cleaning and processing, bagging and labeling, storing and moving it to the retailer and everything else in
between. Ryder drivers will even load it onto the grocery shelves.

PACKAGING
Through our diverse selection of packaging, labeling, kitting and assembly services, state-of- the-art equipment.
Ryder has the resources and expertise to handle a variety of products, packaging size and blends. Our
specialized packaging services include:
•

Processing

•

Packaging

•

Labeling

•

Kitting

•

Food safety regulations compliance

WAREHOUSING
Ryder’s LEAN culture helps businesses to achieve peak performance, increase profitability and efficiency – all
while improving quality. Operating more than 275 facilities with 40 million square feet of warehouse space, no
matter how challenging or diverse a company’s storage needs may be. Ryder operates a variety of distribution
center models including:
•

Temperature controlled facilities, ranging from -20° F to ambient temperatures

•

Dedicated and multi-client customer sites

TRANSPORTATION
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With 231,900 commercial vehicles; more than 800 fuel and service facilities; 5,700 technicians; and 26,610
refrigerated and multi-temperature vehicles, Ryder is the expert in transporting food and beverage products
and managing food and beverage fleets with the flexibility to expand operations to meet surges in demand. Our
transportation solutions include:
•

Full Service Lease

•

Vehicles, tractors and trailers specification and configuration

•

Contract Maintenance

•

Dedicated transportation

•

Driver recruiting, training and retention

•

Transportation Management

•

Transportation network design and optimization

•

Commercial Rental

•

Used Vehicle Sales

FOOD SAFETY
Ryder gives food and beverage customers access to a team of safety experts which manage all regulatory and
safety requirements, enabling businesses to stay up to speed on safety regulations.
• For more than 20 years, third-party agencies have audited all of our facilities ensuring food safety standards
set forth by the FDA, FSMA, EPA and other regulatory bodies meet or exceed superior rating.
• Ryder has the expertise, processes and technology to closely monitor and document temperature and
quality, during every step of the supply chain. This includes providing a business with a well-maintained
fleet, the right equipment and the latest tracking technology to ensure compliance.

